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Good day from 
BLK Voices
Magazine!

We are a premier literary magazine bringing
home to your hands and heart with our soul

touching content. 
 

Our content exudes the Black experience as
all of the stories, art, photography and

poems are written and created by people of
the African Diaspora. 

 
We are taking control of our own narratives

by writing our own stories and expressing
ourselves into healing. 



BLK Voices Magazine is a passion project created by our
Editor in Chief, Evita Colon, as an action plan in response
to the murder of George Floyd in 2020. She wanted to
develop a way for the Black community to begin healing
while creating the safe space she also needed to process
and feel her own feelings about everything that was going
on in the world. 

BLK Voices Magazine was created as a proverbial  love
letter to the Black Community to come as they are and
share how they were feeling in their experience. The
magazine aims to empower, educate, elevate and amplify
the Black community while celebrating the culture and it's
influence on the world.  

Evita Colon
Founder, Editor in Chief, Designer 

G Sullivan 
Photographer

Davianna Holland
Staff Writer

Monee Myers
Staff Writer

Jasmine Vaughn 
Editor

About us

Our Team



Each� section� is� dedicated� to� our� objectives� to
empower,�educate,�elevate�and�amplify.��We�bring
a�rounded�view�of�the�collective�Black�experience
by�welcoming�contributors�from�all�over�the�world
to� share� their� work� with� our� readers.� Each
submission�is�reviewed�and�categorized�in�one�of
the�following�sections�for�publishing:�

Empower:� Advice,� self-care,� affirmations,
spirituality,� love,� personal� experiences� and� think
pieces

Educate:� Politics,� history,� social� awareness,
mental� health� and� wellness� (researched� pieces).
Expert�opinions.

Elevate:� Mind,� body,� soul� and� community:�
�Spirituality,�Business,�Community,�Economics

Amplify:� Culture� and� Creativity;� Food/travel,
Movies/Music

Topics that
Matter 
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Literary Magazine
Meets Lifestyle

Aesthetically looks, smells and feels like home! 



Our design is intended to feel good in the hands of
the reader while complimenting the words on the
pages with vibrant and soft palettes that are
aesthetically pleasing. Our pre-ordered packages
come with an additional gesture of love with
beautiful floral and herb arrangements that smell
comforting and make you feel at home. It is the
perfect addition to the decor of your home while
standing on it's own as a compelling read! 
 

Timeless
Breathtaking

Memorable
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Reader Age Ranges: 

50%: 30- 44 years old

37%: 18-29 years old

87.50% of our readers

prefer spending money

dining out and on

entertainment

62% of our

readers identify

as Female

80% of our readers

identify as African

American

25%

$100k+HHI

63% of our readers

have graduated

college

37% Married,

37% Single

OUR AUDIENCE
The�BLK�Voices�reader�is�an�educated,�socially�conscious,�creative�and�culture
enthusiast�that�enjoys�supporting�local�and�BIPOC�businesses�and�individuals�in

their�everyday�lives.�

We�have�readers�in�4
different�countries,
17�U.S.�states�and�we
ship�to�prisons�to
support�the�mental
health�of�incarcerated
individuals.�

50%�of�our�readers�live
in�Pennsylvania.



We donate 3 complimentary advertisements to Black
businesses each issue. This provides the businesses an
opportunity to promote their business to our readers
without concern of affordability. We incorporate the
businesses advertisement into our pages using
photographs of their business that align with our aesthetic. 

Supporting Black
Entrepreneurs!



We support local businesses by
utilizing a Lancaster, PA printing
company for the production of our
magazines. It is with great pride to
produce this magazine in Lancaster
County.  We offer local pick-up
locations for online orders and seek
to establish an exclusive location for
BLK Voices Magazine in the
Lancaster community in the near
future.  

Locally
printed
and
published



Sponsor a
Highlight Story

With our sponsored highlights, your business or organization
can highlight a person, place or service that supports or
uplifts the Black community. Your business/organization can
support the Black community by sponsoring the story of their
work with a full color 1-2 page spread or a full 1500 word
story with photos. 

Email blkvoicesmag@gmail.com for rates.



Advertisement 

Advertise�your�brand�to�our�diverse�audience.�Purchasing�ads�in�BLK�Voices
magazine� shows� your� company,� brand� or� organization� supports� BIPOC
communities� by� providing� inclusive� safe� spaces� and� resources� to� diverse
communities.�Our�readers�are�known�to�read�BLK�Voices�Magazine�cover�to
cover;� we� will� ensure� your� ad� is� placed� with� intention� to� flow� with� our
content.

Editorial�Calendar
September-�Evolve
Ad�Deadline�8/1/22

December-�Lineage
Ad�Deadline�11/1/22



MAGAZINE ADVERTISING DIMENSION SPECS

FULL�PAGE
Size:�Trim-�8.5”�x�11”�With�Bleed-�8.75”�x�11.25”

TWO�PAGE�SPREAD
Size:�Trim-�17”�x�11”�With�Bleed-�17.25”�x�11.25”

1/2�PAGE�HORIZONTAL
Size:�8.5”�x�5.5”�With�Bleed-�8.75"x�5.75"

1/2�PAGE�VERTICAL
Size:�4.25”�x�11”�With�Bleed-�4.5"x�11.25"

Full Page

Two
Page  
Spread

Two
Page  
Spread

Half Page

MECHANICAL�SPECIFICATIONS�
Our�staff�utilizes�Adobe�Creative�Suite�6.�Any�of�the�following
layout�files�are�acceptable:�Adobe�InDesign�(*.indd),
Photoshop�(*.psd,�*.tif,�*.jpg,�*.eps),�Illustrator�(*.ai,�*.eps,
*.pdf)�and�Acrobat�(*.pdf).�We�can�also�accept�non-working
files�of�*.tif,�*.jpg,�*.eps�and�*.pdf�format.�Note�that�changes
cannot�be�made�to�these�files�once�received.�Non-working
files�must�have�all�text�converted�to�outlines�or�all�fonts
embedded,�and�all�images�embedded.�

�
FILE�SETUP
Set�document�dimensions�to�the�correct�size�of�the�ad.�It�is
not�necessary�to�include�printer�marks�such�as�crop,�bleed
and�registration�marks�or�page�information.�Magazine�Trim
size:�9�x�10.875�Bleed�Dimensions:�9.25�x�11.125�All�live�matter
must�be�0.125”�from�trim�All�images�must�be�at�least�300�dpi.
Ads�submitted�as�a�flattened�*.jpg�should�be�created�at�600
dpi�to�ensure�the�text�appears�crisp.�COLOR�All�colors
appearing�in�your�ad�must�be�built�from�process�colors�CMYK.
All�spot�color�should�be�converted�to�process�CMYK.
Advertisements�are�accepted�with�the�understanding�that
Innovative�Designs�and�Publishing�will�make�reasonable
efforts�to�match�color�specifications.�However,�it�does�not
guarantee�color�reproduction�to�be�exact�and�will�not�rebate
or�adjust�except�where�reproduction�clearly�diminishes�its
utility�or�effectiveness.�Color�is�not�an�exact�science�and�can
appear�differently�in�other�publications�due�to�difference�in
printers,�in-line�issues�and�paper�stock.�RICH�BLACK�CMYK
MAKE-UP�C:75�M:63�Y:63�K:100�COLOR�PROFILE�North�America
Prepress�2�Working�CMYK�-�U.S.�Web�Coated�(SWOP)�v2

Half
Page

VerticalHorizontal

For�our�Rate�Card�email
Blkvoicesmag@gmail.com


